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2 >> gooseberry falls model / fuse
3 >> cedar-riverside path / morph

5 >> fl ex theater / exploreperform
6 >> staircases / complexity
7 >> lightbox / illuminate
8 >> watercolor / reimagine
9 >> mixed-use / interlock

4 >> structures bridge / span
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a sheepshank knot, reinterpreted into 
various materials, scales, and 
iterations. the knot was translated to 
piano wire at 1:1 scale. the wireframe 
was transformed to a chipboard model 
at 4:1 scale. the chipboard massing 
transposed to an eggcrate model at 2:1 
scale. 

above: wire model, hardline draw-
ings. left: chipboard model. right and 
opposite: eggcrate model pictures
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david salmela’s gooseberry falls 
visitor center is celebrated through 
this model that explores its 
material usage and construction 
style. the structure fuses 
traditional northern Minnesota 
architectural elements with the 
contemporary components. 
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photographs taken of west bank campus were 
translated to solid/void wooden blocks. these blocks 
were arranged into a volumetric path, which 
metamorphosed into plaster and paper public paths 
in a narrow, empty site in the cedar-riverside area. 

left: schematic 
diagramming. 
right: path plan 
and sketches, 
west bank 
photo and 
corresponding 
wood block. 
below: 
volumetric path 
(all sides). 
opposite page:
fi nal plaster 
path, interior 
path photo-
graphs with 
scale fi gures in 
context. 
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this bridge spans
3 feet and was 
designed to hold the 
maximum amount of 
weight while being 
as light as possible. 

this balsawood 
bridge was made 
taking two 
suspension-style 
trusses and 
adding crossbracing. 

weighing just over 
1 ounce, this bridge 
broke after carrying 
1.4 pounds at its 
center point, where 
the bridge is 
thinnest. 

left: close up of bracing, 
perspective and elevation 
views of 3’ bridge. 
opposite: elevation and top 
views, perspective, and 
close up of node. 



this bridge spans 5 feet and 
was designed to maximize 
its ability to hold a central 

load while remaining under 1 
pound in weight. 

made of balsawood, the 
bridge consists of three main 
trusses with various forms of 

crossbracing between. 
inspiration for this bridge 
was taken from a typical 

railroad bridge.

during testing, the bridge 
held 145 pounds in its center 

in the form of cinderblocks 
and won a classwide 

competition for holding the 
most weight in relation to its 

height (5 inches tall). 
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this performing arts center 
blurs the boundary between 
exploration and traditional 

performance, allowing 
elements to operate both as 

learning and performance 
spaces to promote an 

active conversation between 
realms.

a surface lot in downtown 
minneapolis in the theater 

district served as the site for 
this project.

left: model individually and in 
context. above: site plan. 
below: hennepin avenue 
elevation. opposite page: fl oor 
plans and model photos. 
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opposite page: model photos. 
below: longitudinal section. 
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the ralph rapson hall east staircase 
contains complexities at every scale, 

from the smallest details to the entirety of 
the space. the joiner photocollage 
explores these controlled chaotic 

moments while the hybridrawing 
documents these complexities.

above: photocollage 
and value sketch. 
left: hardline staircase 
drawing. 
right: process sketch. 
opposite page: 
hybridrawing
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a study about window design 
and maximum light 
penetration into a space. a 
modular window system for one 
offi ce, to be used as a part of a 
larger complex, was designed 
using lightshelves and strategic 
glass placement for an ideal 
offi ce environment. renderings 
and photographic light studies 
produced identical results.

photos - light quality at 9am, 12pm, 3pm on december 21st 

renderings - light quality at 9am, 12pm, 3pm on december 21st 

opposite: model exterior, facade, and detail
above: offi ce interior
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santiago calatrava’s tenerife opera house, reimagined as an interpretive center to 
memorialize the 2010 BP oil spill and its effects. oily, black water and dark skies approach 
the shoreline in a piece titled “imminent”.



above: paintings of downtown 
minneapolis. 
left: painting of franklin avenue light rail 
station including perspective, elevation, 
plan, and section. 
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INTERLOCK is a mixed-use development on a vacant 
half-block in the dayton’s bluff neighborhood in saint 
paul, mn. it provides a beacon into the historic
neighborhood which lies just outside of downtown. 
guiding criteria included incorporation of many 
housing typologies.



a path in the center of 
the buildings 
embraces the natural 
sloping landscape of 
the bluffs. this path 
serves both residents 
of the new 
development as well 
as the neighborhood 
at large. a child care 
center, deli, and group 
home, as well as many 
sitting and conversing 
areas, are destinations 
along this path. 

the building footprint 
creates a gradient in 
scale between single-
family residential and 
downtown saint paul. 
the path extends into 
and through the park-
ing lot for metro state 
university, providing a 
connection to the site 
for students and 
faculty to use. 

opposite: renderings of interior 
courtyard spaces, site plan, 
underground parking plan. 
right: axonometric contextual 
site plan, transverse section. 
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longitudinal section and elevation of 7th street through 
building shows structure and incorporation of slope 
into building design. 

above: longitudinal section and elevation of entire 
complex, 7th street elevation. below: renderings and 

sketches of individual quarter. 
opposite: fl oor plans of individual quarter and 

typological breakdown diagram. 



working with the 
typologies of a rowhouse, 
a group home, and 
apartments, this quarter of 
the site faced interlock lane 
and embraces ADA access 
within the terraced 
courtyards. the materials 
palette includes brick, 
vertical wood paneling, and 
brushed aluminum to be 
respectful to the 
surrounding historic 
neighborhood while 
embracing contemporary 
techniques. 
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above: interlock lane elevation (individual quarter)
below: courtyard section/elevation (individual quarter)
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1 >> (k)not architecture / transform
2 >> gooseberry falls model / fuse
3 >> cedar-riverside path / morph

5 >> fl ex theater / exploreperform

6 >> staircases / complexity

7 >> lightbox / illuminate

8 >> watercolor / reimagine
9 >> mixed-use / interlock

instructors: benjamin ibarra-sevilla & john comazzi. course: design fundamentals II, spring 2009. 
mediums: piano wire, hardline drawing, chipboard, museum board. all individual work.

instructor: james lutz. course: materials & methods, fall 2009. 
mediums: plywood, basswood, spraypaint, foam insulation, plexiglass, mdf. partner project with n. alexander. 

instructors: martha mcquade & dan clark. course: studio I, fall 2009. 
mediums: photography, mdf, museum board, plaster of paris. all individual work. 

instructor: nina ebbighausen. course: studio II, spring 2010. 
mediums: photography, chipboard, museum board, plexiglass, autocad drawings. all individual work. 

instructor: andrzej piotrowski. course: intro to arch drawing, fall 2008. 
mediums: vellum, chalk, hardline drawing. partner project with n. alexander. 

instructor: garrett mosiman. course: environmental technology I, spring 2010. 
mediums: photography, mdf, chipboard, sketchup renderings. partner project with n. alexander. 

instructor: janis ladouceur. course: architecture in watercolor, fall 2010. 
mediums: watercolor painting. all individual work. 

instructor: julia robinson.  course: studio III, fall 2010. 
mediums: autocad drawings, sketchup renderings, sketching. 4 person group project; “individual quarter” entirely individual.

4 >> structures bridge / span
instructor: susi strothman course: structures I, fall 2010 
medium: balsawood. 4 person team project.


